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“Big Data and Analytics Spending to Hit $187 Billion”

In its new "Worldwide Semiannual Big Data and Analytics Spending Guide," 

research firm IDC forecasts revenues in the market will increase 

more than 50 percent over its five-year forecast period.
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Joberate is a Global Platform of Proprietary People Metadata

We Help Companies Convert Unique People Insights into Big Profits.
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$5B spent by retailers on 
consumer market data

Retailers buy consumer and 

market data to drive revenue 

growth, product placement.

$80B spent annually on 
recruiting and retention

As the skills shortage continue 

to grow, companies scramble 

to find and retain top talent.

$18B spent by financial 
services firms on data

Investors seek out new data 

that might given them an edge 

in executing their trades.

$4B spent on data by 
economists and politicians

Data to predict unemployment 

rates or political persuasion, etc., 

is mission critical to success.

Industry Sectors That are Betting Big Money on Harvesting People Analytics

Our Current Focus
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Pain Points Preventing Companies From Converting People Analytics Into Big Profits

People Have Multiple Profiles
People have LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, 

and myriad other profile accounts.

Internet Data and Social Media are Siloed
None of the social media websites are interoperable 

nor correlate information.

Social Data Aggregators Don’t Offer Single Profile
Datasift, GNIP, and others offer firehouse of generic 

information, but nothing specific about a person.

Acxiom, Experian Offer Profile Data but Only Static
Identity resolution is available, but profile doesn’t 

incorporate life events or activities or persuasions.

None Offer Ready-to-use Metadata
Significant data processing is still required with 

current solutions, instead of ready-to-use metadata.
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By understanding and marketing to real people, not 

devices nor channels, you can win in attracting 

talent, consumers, and investment opportunities.

Target Real People

It’s the foundation that lets you recognize potential 

employee flight risk, target top talent, research 

investments, and connect with consumers.

Identity Resolution is Critical

It’s the future of marketing, whether recruiting or 

selling or investing. Seamlessly connect with real 

people everywhere they engage today and tomorrow.

Omnichannel Data Discovery

Cloud-based access to unique people analytics 

reduces your traditional lag in realizing big business 

benefits. Hire, invest, and sell at the speed of now!

Real-time Metadata Access

Interaction Cloud

Marketing Social

How Joberate Helps Organizations Extract Real Value and Make Big Profits
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Update profile, ask for 
recommendations, like or 

share career content.

(re)Tweet career related 
content, follow or like 

recruiters or jobs.

Friend, like, comment or 
share career related 

content, personal updates.

Joberate looks at the 
full “big sky” of 

Internet activities.

An Example of Joberate Proprietary Metadata: J-Score®

Activities that relate to job search are extracted from 

people’s public Internet activities and scored: J-Score®.

Higher score means more job seeking activities, like a 

speedometer – higher number means you are going faster.

Like, comment or share 
career related content, and 

personal updates.
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Tier 1 Media and Analysts Recognize Value of our Metadata Platform
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Our mission is to provide unique data and people 

analytics infrastructure to global organizations.

205 E. 42nd St., 20th Floor

New York, NY 10017

Email: info@joberate.com

Web:  http://www.joberate.com

Office: +1 (917) 819 0100

Address

Contact Info

Telephone

Contact Us to Learn More


